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A three-inch diameter circular cylinder model with porous 

aft perimeter through which area suction was applied, was tested in 

two-dimensional flow; at diameter Reynolds numbers from 29, 000 

to 80, 000. Independent suction was applied to the wind tunnel walls 

in the immediate vicinity of the model. The model was fitted with 

a trailing-edge flap found to be effective for stabilization of a flow 

about the model when separation is prevented by boundary layer 

control. 

The distribution of suction inflow velocity was computed from 

the measured static pressure distribution, the measured pressure 

inside the model, and the known porosity characteristics of the 
V 

modePs wall material. Inflow velocities, in terms of -e-- 'LR 
U c 

00 

varied from 7 to 13; higher inflow velocities being required at 

greater flap deflections. The distribution of inflow over the porous 

perimeter was nearly constant in all cases in which external flow 

separation was prevented. 



Total suction quantities were in the neighborhood of 100 cubic 

feet per minute, and the quantity CQ TR, (diameter Reynolds num- 

ber used) varied from 12 to 18, the values increasing with ìncreased 

flap deflection. Lift coefficients in excess of ten (10) were developed 

with the flap near 80°. 

Comparisons are made with the theories of Ando and of 

Prandtl-Pohlhausen. Based on the information available from 

both tests and theories, a method is outlined for deriving empirical 

optimum porosity distributions. 

The investigation was conceived as an extension of earlier 

work done in England by B. Thwaites. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Aporous wetted area of the porous portion of the cylinder 

b span of the model 

c chord of the model 

C coefficient of internal pressure, P - P / q 
c C 00 

CL lift coefficient, L / q00bc. 

C static pressure coefficient, (P - P )/q 
p s 00 00 

p static pressure coefficient at = 9Ø0 min 

C volume rate of flow coefficient, Q/Ubc 

C suction power coefficient, power! qU00bc 

z 
q dynamic pressure, 1/2 pU 

h height of the wind tunnel test section 

H total pressure 

L lift 

n a constant 

static pressure 

P static pressure in the undisturbed stream 
00 

static pressure difference across the cylinder wall, 

static pressure inside the cylinder 

q dynamic pressure in the undisturbed stream 

Q volume rate of flow 

R radius of the model 

R Reynolds number, based on cylinder diameter 



U local stream speed 

U speed of the undisturbed stream 
00 

u internal energy 

a change in local flow speed 

V suction inflow speed 
o 

Subscripts i and j refer to suction pump inlet and exit conditions, 
respectively. 

Greek Letters 

a flap deflection angle 

F circulation 

displacement thickness 

e momentum thickness 

e energy thickness 

y kinematic viscosity 

p fluid mass density 

T porosity index, or, the P in inches of water, that will 
induce an inflow velocity of one foot per second through 
the porous wall material. 

angular coordinate measured from the leading-edge of 
the cylinder. 



BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL TESTS BY SUCTION 
ON A CIRCULAR CYLINDER WING SECTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Simplicity of the circular cylinder form and the possibility 

of realizing a lifting flow about the cylinder through application of 

boundary layer control to prevent separation, led to the present 

effort to explore further the nature of flow past the circular cylinder. 

Of particular interest was work reported by Thwaites (lO,p. 14), 

demonstrating that addition of a small trailing-edge flap could stabil- 

ize a circulatory flow about the cylinder when flow separation was 

prevented by suction. Lift coefficients up to nine were reporte4 

(6, p. ¿3). These large lift coefficients suggested the circular 

cylinder for use as a wing suited to low-speed flight. 

Present attention is concentrated on the determination of 

the amount and distribution of suction necessary and sufficient to 

prevent separation of a low-speed flow past a circular cylinder. 

Wind tunnel tests, on a circular cylinder model, formed 

the main method of investigation. Test Reynolds numbers (based on 

cylinder diameter) were below 80, 000, assuring a laminar boundary 

layer forward of separation. 

In Part I an analysis is first made of the suction inflow 

distributions we may expect to realize on a circular cylinder with 

constant-porosity wall. (The wind-tunnel model was made of 



z 

constant-porosity perforated sheet metal. ) This analysis is 

divorced from boundary layer theory, making use only of potential 

flow theory and the known properties of the porous wall material. 

Secondly, Ando's (1, p. 66-69) attempt to deduce a minimum suf- 

ficient inflow distribution from theory is summarized. 

The main body of the present work is reported in Part II. 

Wind tunnel test data, showing the amount and distribution of 

suction inflow found to be sufficient to prevent flow separation on the 

test model, are presented and discussed. 
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PART 1 

ANALYSIS OF INFLOWS THROUGH CONSTANT-POROSITY WALLS 

If the potential flow is realized on a circular cylinder with 

lift, the velocity distribution will be 

U2U sin+ 
00 2TrR (1) 

The symbols are illustrated in Figure 1. 

In terms of lift coefficient. this becomes 

U 

UZUsin+CL : (2) 

Setting U = O, we find the angular location, a, of the 

stagnation points: 

CL 4rrsina (3) 

Introducing this into Eq. (2), we have 

U 
= 2sin4+2sina (4) 

00 

li where -- < a < + 
2 

Defining a static pressure coefficient 

P-P 
C 

S 00 
(5) 

p 
1 U2 

00 



U 

Figure I 

j 
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and using Bernoulli's equation to write 

we have 

become s 

P-P =!p(U2 - U2) 
5 00 2 00 

U 2 
C =1-( ) . (6) 
p 00 

The pressure coefficient at the surface of a lifting cylinder 

C = I - 4 (sin + sin a 
)2 

(7) 

An internal-pressure coefficient may be defined by 

P. -P inside cyl. 00 
(8) 

C -'-pU2 
2 00 

where P. is, in test work described later, independent of inside cyl. 

, but could be varied by installation of compartments. 

The pressure difference across the wall, giving rise to the 

suction flow, is 

= - 
de cyl = q (C - C ) . (9) s irisi 00 p c 

The average inflow velocity is defined1 by 

1The definition of V is so stated to indicate the concept of distributed 
continuous inflow as being the area average of distributed discrete 
inflow sinks. 



Q 
V = 
O A porous P const. 

where Q = total volume rate of flow, and A is the porous porous 

area. For porous materials (4, p. 5), the inflow velocity is related 

to the pressure difference across the wall, according to the equation 

n 
= T 

(10) 

where n and T are constants. Data supplied by Kendan Associates 

(see p. 13) showed that n = 2. 0 for the " Varaperf" material of 

which the wind tunnel model was constructed. We have then, 

V 
o 

= 
p c 

(11) 

The inflow through the wall of a circular cylinder, when the 

external flow is attached, will be distributed according to 

2 V() 
=1 T ,/ 1 - 4 (sin + sin a ) - C (12) 

For later use we will write down the specialization of this 

for the case when C = C 
c rnin 

Jl - sin2 + 2 sin a (1- sín ) (13) V = 2 I- 
o VT 

In the case a 0° (CL 0), this reduces to 



a=O° 

COS4 

The volume rate of flow will be 

V0 

porous area 

For suction only on the rear half of the cylinder, this becomes 

or 

3 

Q=bS2V() R d 

rç 
Q= 

3 

f 
C jc -C' 
J11 p 

2 

d 

Substituting from Eq. (7). we obtain 
3 
-Tr 

Q=RbSJ14(sin+sina)2Cd 

7 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Under the condition C = C , and bearing in mind that 
C p. m in 

attached flow is assumed, the volume rate of flow would be 

3 

Q = Rb 
2 

Ji - sin2 + 2 sin a (1-sin ) d (19) 

A volume rate of flow coefficient may be defined 
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Q 
CQ 

= U bc (20) 
00 

where chord, c = ZR. 

For the case with a = 00 (CL = 0) we have 

T3 

CQ= * J S2cosd (21) 
00 

or 

CQ = 2 . (22) 

Power for Suction 

Consider flow through the system shown below. 

INFLO W Ducr 

L r-i 

The ideal pump power may be written 

work wt. Power = x = WpgQ (23) unit wt. unit time 

The general energy equation for the system becomes 

v.-v. P.-P. 
i J i J i 

W = (u. - u.) + - + . (24) 
j i 2 g 

If the pump inlet and exit velocities are the same, and there 



is no change in the internal energy of the air as it passes through the 

system, then the energy equation reduces to 

P. - P. 
W= , (25) 

Pg 

and setting P. = P , i. e. , assuming no energy losses in the duct, 
i C 

we have 

Power = Q (P. - P ). (26) 
j c 

If the exit pressure is equal to the free-stream static 

pressure, this becomes 

or 

Power = Q (P - P ) (27) 
00 c 

Power = Q q (-C ) . (28) 
00 c 

We may define a power coefficient1by 

Q(-C Power c C\ 
q U bc = U bc (29) 
0000 00 

power coefficient may also be defined by 
Q(q+P -P) 

00 00 c 
Uqbc 
0000 

The power coefficient Cw may be converted to C' by the relation: 

= Cw + CQ = CQ (1 -C). 
Detailed derivations of these relations form Appendix II. 
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Since Power = Qq (-C ) and Q = C U bc we can write, 
oc c Q oc 

Power = C U bc q (-C ), or 
Q oc oc c 

C = CQ (Cc) (30) 

From this development it is clear that to conserve suction 

power one should operate with the highest possible pressure inside 

the cylinder, and distribute the inflow such that the total quantity of 

flow is minimized. How the inflow should be distributed is discussed 

again after the experimental results have been examined. 

Andos Calculation of the Suction Required 

Ando (1, p. 67) writes down the momentum and energy 

integral equations in the forms 

d(e2) V 

dx - P + z e - 2X - ( Z + H) (31) 

and 

Q + 2G ° 
6G2X 

e2u d(G2)1 d(e2) V e 

dx - 
[ 

y - y dxj ( 

where 
e 

P = Z- (-) U ay y=O 

,% - 
ea dU 

. - 
V dx 

H= -Ç-; G =-- 



li 

8 au - 
- j0 ) dy 

Setting Eq. (31) equal to Eq. (32), and noting that 
d(G2) 

eud(G) 1 S dU G dLnG 
dx i - y ã dU - d Ln U 

'J 
U 

we obtain 
ve dLnG 

(33) X (H-l)= .- (P-2) + -(lfr)X dLnU 

Ando makes the assumption that the profile shape- 

parameters G, P, and Q, are functions only of H. It is further 

assumed that to prevent both transition and laminar separation, 

H (and therefore G. P and Q, also) should be held constant. 

Introducing these assumptions into Eq. (33) and solving 

for the inflow velocity V, gives 

ve z 
o C O du - = - +D- (--) (34) 
y 2 y dx 

or 

-v =--De 
o 02 dx 

where P- 
C 

G2 
; D 

H-i 
l--d 

The momentum thickness is obtained by eliminating V 

between Eqs. (31) and (32); the result is 

(3 4a) 



where 

e2u. 
A X 

u. 
1-A o.2u1 

vL= uA 
d+ i 

L 

vL] 
L 

A= 2(2+H)-6G 
1-G 

G andB= 1-G 

12 

(35) 

Eqs. (34) and (35) constitute the complete solution for calculating 

V sufficient to maintain H equal to a constant. 

By selecting H = 2. 456, an especially simple form of 

Eq. (35) is obtained (5, p. 1269): 

i i i i I 

e2u. 1 

vL - U 
O 3123 (4 - &) 

+ vL 
J 

. (35a) 

This form was used to compute the inflow distributions labeled 

"Ando't in Figures 6, 10 and 11. 
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PART II 

APPARAT US 

The wind tunnel test model was a 3-inch diameter circular 

cylinder made of perforated sheet metal. The sheet material, 

trade-named "Varaperf", is a product of Kendan Associates, Post 

Office Box 502, Palo Alto, California. The wind tunnel model was a 

tube of constant-porosity " Varaperf" rolled from 0. 025 inch thick 

sheet and seam-welded. 

The desire being to apply suction only to the rear half of 

the cylinder, tape was applied to the inside surface of the model, 

making the forward half (- - 
< < -) nonporous. 

A one-half inch trailing-edge flap, formed of 0. 030 inch 

sheet steel, was attached to the model in movable fashion by tabs ex- 

tending through the tunnel walls (Figure ¿b). The tabs were exten- 

sions of the stiffening web of the flap and were flush with the model 

surface. The stiffening web of the flap obstructed, over a small 

area, the suction on the underside of the model. 

External static pressure on the model was measured at 

seven points on the downstream side of the cylinder. Pressure 

taps were formed of plastic tubing pushed through holes in the model 
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wall and shaved flush with the surface. Pressures were communi- 

cated to a multiple-manometer through tube connections in the 

end-plug of the model. Locations of the pressure taps and other 

model details are shown in Figure ¿b. 

The seam-weld made in fabricating the model had been 

dressed flush with the surface, and the model was fitted into the 

wind tunnel with the weld in the forward lower quarter of the circu- 

lar section. The entire forward half of the model was made non- 

porous; so presence of the weld was immaterial. 

During preliminary static tests of the porous model it was 

noted that a spanwise pressure drop of about one inch of water existed 

between the two ends of the cylinder when the total inflow was about 

loo cubic feet per minute. Elimination of this spanwise gradient of 

pressure necessitated use of a distributed sink inside the model. 

This sink took the form of a full-span pipe having a number of small 

holes so located that the suction was evenly distributed along the span. 

Energy loss due to presence of this It equalizer" tube re- 

duced the suction capacity of the pump system such that best test 

results were obtained at low wind speeds (20 to 40 feet per second). 

Porosity of the Model 

Porosity of the model was determined by measuring the 

pressure drop, P, across the model wall at a number of volume 
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flow rates, Q. The average inflow velocity, V, defined and calcu- 

lated by 

V = - 
o A porous 

¿P, const. 

is plotted against wall pressure difference in Figure 3. The index 

of porosity is the number T, defined (4, p. 5) by the equation 

= TV 
o 

where V is in feet per second and P is in inches of water. The 

values of the exponent n and the porosity index T, are found by 

experiment. The porosity index for the model was T = Z. O and the 

exponent, n, was found to be approximately 1. 8. Porosity of the 

model was measured and found to be the same both before and after 

the wind tunnel tests (Figure 3). 

Suction System 

Suction for the model was provided by a Rootes type positive 

displacement blower with capacity of approximately ZOO cubic feet 

per minute through pressures below 60 inches of water. 

A 55-gallon steel drum, acting as a settling-chamber, con- 

nected the suction pump to the 3-inch pipe of the orifice meter 

assembly (Figure Za). The thin-plate orifice flow meter, with 
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pressure taps at D and half-D (D pipe diameter), was constructed, 

with minor exceptions, to A. S. M. E. specifications (2, p. 7 11 and 

p. 40). Ratio of orifice to pipe diameters was 0. 7. 

Air leaks through the ducting occurred in early trials. 

With the duct capped at the model-end, a leakage flow of about nine 

cubic feet per minute was measured (using a 0. 1 diameter-ratio 

orifice plate). Defective ducting was replaced, connections tightened, 

and leakage, with duct end closed and about 60 inches of water pres- 

sure across the duct wall, was reduced to about 0. 3 cubic feet per 

minute. This quantity is less than one-half of one-percent of the 

lower suction quantities used during the tunnel tests. Leakage into 

the duct upstream of the flow meter was therefore negligible during 

tests. 

Flow Meter Verification 

Pitot-traverse type calibration checks were made on the 

orifice meter at two flow rates. Total head measurements from a 

ten-station pitot tube traverse across a one-inch diameter smooth- 

entry exit nozzle, provided sufficient data for an independent calcula- 

tion of the total flow quantity. 

When used with a chart whose preparation was based on 

published discharge coefficients (2, p. 26), data obtained from the 

orifice meter gave quantities within five percent of the flow 



indicated by the pitot traverse. The orifice meter read higher in 

both cases; giving 68. 4 and 65. 3 cfm, and 56. 8 and 55. 4 cfm, 

Wall Suction 

Distributed suction was also applied to the tunnel walls in 

the immediate vicinity of the model. This suction, exhausted through 

an independent blower, proved to be important for establishment of 

an attached flow about the model. A small feather tuft attached to 

the tunnel wall at the rear of the model and visible through the 

plexiglass wall, showed that without wall suction the flow separated 

from the tunnel wall regardless of the main suction through the 

model. Wall suction made possible an attached flow over the full 

span. The effect of wall suction was also noted in improved steady- 

ness of pressures measured at the mid-span. 

Wind Tunnel 

Tests were made in the 30 by 42 inch (closed circuit type) 

wind tunnel' at the Aeronautical Laboratory of Oregon State Univer- 

sity. 

For evaluation of the test environment, results of test sec- 

tion horizontal and vertical pitot tube traverses, with wind speed at 

1The wind tunnel was designed and built in 1961 and 1962. by 
Charles O. Morris. 
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approximately 65 miles per hour, are shown in Figure 4. 

The expected abrupt decrease in drag coefficient of the 

unsucked cylinder; with increased wind speed (as indicated by the 

normal pressure distribution), occurred at a chord Reynolds number 

of 150,000. 

Wake Rake 

A wake rake consisting of 18 total head tubes, on half-inch 

centers, was mounted one chord length down stream of the model's 

trailing edge; at the mid-span of the model. Pressures measured 

were communicated to a multiple-manometer. In early trials infor- 

mation from the wake rake was used to indicate whether or not 

separation had been prevented. At higher tunnel speeds, with no 

suction applied to the model, total head losses of two to three inches 

of water were indicated. By applying suction to the model, this 

indicated total head loss in the wake could be suppressed, and in 

many cases, very nearly eliminated. 

Although the wake rake data provided an indication that the 

boundary layer control measures were suppressing separation, it 

proved to be difficult to establish on the bases of wake rake data, the 

minimum sufficient inflow. When it was found that at low tunnel 

speeds the indicated total head losses were small such as to be 

difficult to measure accurately, and that a proper location of the 
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wake rake for measurements during tests with large flap deflections, 

could not be found, the wake rake was discarded as a test instrument; 

in favor of the static pressure taps located on the model as described 

earlier. 
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TEST PROCEDURE 

At each flap setting, tests were begun at a low wind speed. 

Suction was applied, first to the model, intil flow attachment was 

evident in the static pressure distribution measured at the mid-span; 

then wall suction was applied and increased until the small tuft 

attached to the tunnel wall at the rear of the model indicated a 

steady, attached, flow at the wall. Readings were taken at this 

condition; then the tunnel speed was increased by small amount 

and the procedure repeated. 

Testing at a given flap setting continued in this manner 

until a wind speed was reached at which either the main suction or 

the wall suction was insufficient to achieve a full-span attached flow. 

When this speed was reached, the flap setting was changed and a 

new series of tests started, again at low tunnel speed. 
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TEST RESULTS 

Measured inflow velocity and static pressure distributions 

presented in Figures 6 through il are representative of the highest 

speed runs in which mainly-steady attached flows were obtained at 

each of the several flap settings from zero to 900. Each plate 

presents a measured inflow and static pressure distribution on the 

downstream side of the cylinder. 

No wall corrections have been applied to thee data. 

Probable effects of tunnel wall flow constraints are discussed in a 

later section. 

The measured pressure distribution is the index of effective- 

ness of the applied inflow. The static pressure distribution is 

presented in terms of the pressure coefficient C, defined by 

Eq. (5): 

P-P 
C = 

00 

p q00 

where P = static pressure in the undisturbed stream 
00 

and 

Ps = static pressure acting on the model, 

i z 
q00 = p U00 , the dynamic pressure of the undisturbed 

s t r e a in. 

NOTE: Pressure tap number-seven leaked internally. 
Uncertainty must accompany interpretation of the 
pressure measured at the bottom of the cylinder. 
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Inflow velocity, V, at each of the pressure tap locations, 

was obtained from the measured pressure difference at that point. 

Two different methods of data reduction were employed. All data 

were first reduced using Eq. (11): 

P =TV 
o 

Discovery that the exponent in this formula does not accurately 

represent the porosity properties of the model was made during 

the preparation of this report. Inflows deduced directly from the 

measured porosity characteristics, obtained by entering Figure 3 

with the measured pressure difference across the porous wall, 

AP, are also shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11. These inflows 

are labeled "Figure 3" , while those obtained by the earlier method 

are labeled " Eq. 11 

The disagreement is small between curves obtained by the 

two different methods above, only because the inflow velocities were 

close to one foot per second. (A curve for porous material with 

T = Z and a slope of 2: 1, would cross the experimental curve in 

Figure 3 at V = one foot per second. 

The inflow velocity is presented in the non-dimensionalized 
V 

- o j-' torm - / R ; where the Reynolds number R , is based on 
V c C 

00 

cylinder diameter. 



defined: 

The suction coefficient, CQ given for each inflow, is 

CQ= Ubc 

26 

where b = model span, and c = chord or diameter, and Q is the total 

volume rate of flow measured by the orifice meter. 

The pressure inside the cylinder, P, in terms of the 

internal pressure coefficient, C, defined by 

p p 
C = 

c q 
00 

is listed in each case. 

A power coefficient defined by { Eq. (30)] 

Q(P-P) 
C 

00 c 
C 'C 

W qUbc - Q' c 
0000 

is also given for each inflow curve. 

Data presented in Figure 9. where inflow velocities are 

calculated by Eq. (11),show the effects on inflow, of changing the 

internal pressure at a fixed wind speed. Also shown are two in- 

flows found to be the minimum sufficient inflows to achieve attach- 

ment at two different wind speeds. The inflow distributions are 

labeled " sufficienttt H or " undersufficientit as the 

case may be. Such descriptions are based on the pressure 
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distribution realized, and on steadyness of the manometer indica- 

tions. 

Following potential flow theory, the pressure at = 90° is 

taken to he the minimum pressure extant on the cylinder. The pres- 

sure coefficient at the location of pressure tap number-one, called 

C , is plotted as a function of flap deflection, a, in Figure 12. 
min 

Again following potential flow theory, it is assumed that the 

pressure distribution on the cylinder is symmetrical about the mid- 

chord diameter. Thus, the pressure measured on the rear h:alf of 

cylinder is assumed to exist also on the front half, and lift coef- 

ficients calculated on this premise are plotted against flap angle in 

Figure 14. 

During periods of intermittent flow separation and reattach- 

ment, the total volume rate of flow was observed to increase slightly 

following separation. and to decrease again when the flow reattached. 

Figure 15 presents two sets of data obtained from instantaneous 

photomanometer records; taken a few seconds apart during such a 

period of fluctuating separation and reattachment. These inflows 

were calculated from the measured pressure distribution, by Eq. (1 1). 
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EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

Tunnel Wall Effects 

Increase in stream speed, U, due to presence of a 

cylinder of diamter C in a tunnel of depth h, may be calculated 

from the formula given by Pope (8, p. 278) 

2 2 

U - 3 

We have c = 3 inches, and h = 40 inches, so 

_i_1Tz z 

=0.0185. 

"Solid blocking" thus increases the stream speed by 1. 85 

percent over the clear jet speed. 

The constraint on streamline curvature due to the floor 

and ceiling of the wind tunnel produces velocity perturbations at the 

model that may be estimated by vortex theory. 

Arranging the vortex representing the model, and two 

additional vortices as shown in Figure 5, we obtain a theoretical 

flow approximating the actual flow with walls. 

Simple vortex theory gives the velocity induced at the 

surface of the model by the two additional vortices. The (vertical) 

velocity induced at the front and rear of the model becomes 



WV 2sina 
00 hZ 

and the (horizontal) velocity induced at the top and bottom of the 

model is 

WH 
. R R 

= ¿sina h-R - h+R 
00 

At full flap deflection (a = 900), using R = c/Z = 1. 5 inch 

and h = 40 inches, these induced velocities become 

WV 
= 0. 0168 , at = 0, ir 

U 
00 

and 

WH 
= 0.003 , atf± 

U 
00 

The change in pressure coefficients, C, due to a change in 

speed, U = W, is 

Thus, atcj0,ir 

IC = Z (Z) 0. 0168 = 0. 0672, 
p 

andat± ! 
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Jc = 2 (4) 0. 003 = 0. 024. 
p 

Directions of the induced velocities can be deduced in 

Figure 5, where W ( at = 1800) is already sketched. 

Tunnel wall effects, having thus been found to be small, 

were not corrected for in data presented here. 

Discussion of Measured Inflow Distributions 

The inflow velocity distributions shown in Figures 6, 7, 

8, 10 and 11, were found to be necessary and sufficient for suppres- 

sion of flow separation. The extent to which these inflows suppres- 

sed separation may be inferred from the measured pressure distri- 

butions. It must be emphasized that only a limited family of inflow 

distributions were realized during the test. The inflow distribution 

reported in each case is that member of the family found to be neces- 

sary and sufficient for flow attachment under the particular test 

conditions listed. The characteristic shape of the inflow distribu- 

tions that were found to be "possible" may be inferred from the 

Figures 6 through il. The effect on the inflow distributioì, of 

changing the internal pressure, is apparent in Figure 9. 

Only the internal pressure (pressure inside the model) and 

the wind speed in the tunnel were adjustable. Increasing the wind 

speed caused the average value of the inflow to increase, but the 



{S] 

shape of the inflow distribution curve remained little affected 

(Figure 9). Obviously, the family of inflow distributions tested 

was far from exhaustive. 

The inflows realized are found to be distrihLted in the 

fashion anticipated by Eq. (la). Indeed, if the measured values of 

C , q , and T are substituted into the equation 
C CO 

z 
V 

= T 
(1 - 4 [sin + sin a] -C), 

o 

the inflow velocities thus computed fall very near the curve for 

V obtained from the measured pressure distribution. In cases 

where the actual pressure distribution is close to the theoretical, 

the inflows calculated in the manner outlined above are identical 

with the measured inflows. 

An outstanding characteristic of the inflow distributions is 

their uniformity. The small variation in inflow velocity is due to 

the very low pressures inside the cylinder. Whereas it ha'd been 

speculated that operation near the condition C = C , would 
min 

secure a sufficient suction inflow, in these tests it was necessary to 

reduce the internal pressure to about C = 3 C in all cases 
C p. m in 

(Figure 13); in order to effect flow attachment. It was impossible 

to realize the condition C = C in any except near tota.11y separ- 
min 

ated flows. After flow attachment, if the internai vacuum was 
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reduced in order to bring C closer to C , separation resulted. 
c 'min 

It is important to record here the observatkn that., with 

any amount of suction applied to the model, the indicated pressure 

distribution showed that the location of separation was moved from 

its original location on the unsucked cylinder. To rephrase this, 

separation, as observed on the cylinder without suction, was never 

observed on the cylinder while suction was applied. 

Suction Power Considerations 

Of concern from the standpoint of suction power &conomy, 

are the large magnitudes of the measured internal pressure coeffi- 

cient C . Earlier work with Ando's theory (1, p. 66-69) indicated 
C 

that required inflow could be obtained with an internal pressure very 

little lower than the minimum external pressure. In these tests, 

however, the internal pressure was in each case given very nearly 

by 

C =3C 
C p. in i n 

as shown in Figure 13. 

The power consumed for suction varies linearly with C, 
the internal pressure coefficient. Suction power in each case would 

be about one-third of the present values if an attached flow could 

have been secured with C = C 
C p. m in 



Lift 

Maximum lift occurred at a flap deflection less than 900. 
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Whether this early peak in lift, with increasing flap angle is due to 

insufficient suction capacity of the pump, or some other cause such 

as failure of the rigid flap to conform to the curvature of the poten- 

tial flow streamlines, remains unknown. In Thwaites' test (6, 

p. 23), the maximum lift appeared at a = 70°. The present results 

show maximum lift at about a = 80°. Both the lift and the 6uction 

power (Figure 13) decreased when the flap angle was increased 
o o from 80 to 90 

The maximum theoretical lift of the cylinder was nearly 

realized. Increased suction capacity and/or modification of the 

flap may result in fuller realization of the theoretical lift. 

Comparison with Thwaitest Results 

Although Parkhurst and Thwaites (6, p. 4-lO) report 

neither the pressure inside their model nor give resistivity data for 

the model wall, the average inflow over the cylinder can be computed 

from the data published. Their assertion that the inflow was nearly 

constant over the entire perimeter is well substantiated by the 

present results. Their inflow extended over the whole cylinder; not 

just over the rear half as in the present tests. Although the model 
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used in the present tests had very low resistivity, while the model 

used by Pankhurst and Thwaites was reported to have very high 

resistivity (7, p. 4), similarity of results from these two widely 

different models is reflected in the fact that the values of C 
Q c 

from the present tests are very nearly half those from the previous 

work, in all comparable cases. The factor one-half obviously 

represents the ratio of the porous perimeters of the two models. 

Comparisons with Ando's Theory 

The only inflow distribution derived by Ando's theory (1, 

p. 66-69) that is everywhere finite is the one obtained for full flap 

deflection. This result led to the early speculation that operation at 

full flap deflection, in addition to generating maximum lift, may also 

result in minimum total suction quantity. It must be borne in mind, 

however, that all real inflows are everywhere finite. A strict 

interpretation of Ando's theory would lead to the conclusion that 

the only flow that can be attached would be the flow with full flap 

deflection. This conclusion is now known to be false. In the present 

tests the minimum suction quantity was associated with zero flap 

deflection. 

The pressure gradient against which the boundary layer air 

must move becomes much less unfavorable near the trailing-edge, 
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at flap settings greater than about 60°. This may be the reason 

that, in the tests, the suction quantity , remained at 17. 6 

with the flap at both 70° and 90°, after having increased from 

CQ = 11.6 at a = 00 

Separated Flows 

During periods of intermittent flow separation and reattach- 

ment, slight increases in total suction quantity were noted to 

accompany separation. Figure 15 shows pressure and inflow distri- 

butions observed at a flap setting of 60°, with wind speed about ¿5 

feet per second. These data were obtained from instantaneous 

photomanometer records taken during a period of sporadic separa- 

tion and reattachment of the flow. We propose to explore a possible 

explanation of this phenomenon. 

If the external flow is not attached, the pressure distribution 

will be greatly different from that given by Eq. (12). To construct 

an illustrative example, assume that separation has occurred near 

ct 

800. Under this condition the pressure in the region, 

- 

< 
cI 

< 
' 

will be approximately constant, with Gp = -1. 

Using Eq. (11), the inflow for any given internal pressure will then 

be 

vo = ¡(-1) - 

ep 



and the quantity flow will be 
3 

q 
= Rb 

- Si (-l)-C dct 

=Rb J(-l)-C [ 

In coefficient form: 

Q C0= UbZR = 
00 

sep 

J(-l)-C 
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We will now compare the separated with the attached in- 

flows at a given value of C; for a = 0°. Using Eq. (21) form the 

ratio; 

sep 
CQ 

attach 

J(l)C 

We ask: Under what conditions is the ratio 

sep 
> 

CQ1 

attach 
we find that CQ > CQ 

sjp at!tach 

1? Setting J1) -C > 1, 
4 C 

if C < -2.62. 
C 
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This means that if we lower the internal pressure beyond 

C - 2. 62, with the external flow separated, the volume ,ate of 
C 

flow will be greater than it would be if the flow were attached. In 

other words, at C < -2. 62, sudden attachment of the external 
C 

flow will result in decreased volume rate of flow; while sudden 

separation would be accompanied by increased quantity of flow. 

During tests at near minimum sufficient suction for attach- 

ment, sudden separation was observed to be accompanied by 

increased flow quantity, Q, and the internal pressure became more 

positive, i. e., there was loss of vacuum inside the model. While 

suction was applied, however, the static pressure never collapsed 

completely to Gp = -1 over the entire back side of the cylinder. 

With separation obviously present, the circulatory flow 

appeared to partially remain. The separated flow represented in 

Figure 15 shows a lifting pressure distribution. That this lift 

indication is due to response lag in the manometers has not been 

ruled out. Whether the flap is still effective after separation 

remains to be explored. 
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DISCUSSION 

On the two curves representing inflow distributions from the 

experiment of Hurley and Thwaites (6, p. 10), plotted in Figure 16, 

the location of actual separation of the external flow accompanying 

these inflows is marked with an arrow labeled S. Also shown is a 

measured inflow distribution from the present experiment; this in- 

flow was accompaniedby an attached flow. (All are non-lifting flows. 

Inflows required according to the theories of Ando (1. p. 66-69) and 

of Prandtl and Pohlhausen (9 p. 277-278) are also shown. Based 

on a study of these several curves, it appears possible to arrive at 

an empirical inflow distribution that will both secure attachment of 

the external flow and minimize the suction quantity. Such an empiri- 

cal inflow distribution has been added to the figure. 

It would seem that the greatest gain in power-saving may be 

made by distributing the porosity of the wall material in a manner 

such that the empirical inflow is obtained with the highest possible 

pressure inside the cylinder. To pursue this further, we will 

return to the assumption that an attached flow is possible with 

C =C 
C p. m in 

If the flow will attach with C = C , then the inflow will 
C p. m in 

positively be 
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V 
= ZJ ,i. 

cos 4) 

o 
for a O andn2(seep. 6). 

T he n 

V /IR =2 ° cos4). 
U V c T U 

00 00 
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V 
Since values of are fixed by the (empirical) inflow 

required at each value of 4), the required porosity. or T-distribution, 

follows immediately. The basic procedure outlined here can obvious- 

ly be extended to any other flap-deflection case. 

If constant porosity is to be retained, one should ask: Is there 

not some constant porosity such that satisfactory approximation to 

the desired inflow will result when C = C ? Return to the 
c p. rn in 

relation 

cos 4). 

for a. 00 and C = C » and examine the value of 
C p. 

i-n in 

4) 
= 1800. We have 

V Joo 
2 

U VC T U 
00 00 
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Since q must be in inches of water, introduce the conversion 
00 

l"H20 
i slug 'I _______________________________ _________________ q, i120 

= 5. 2 psf (p, ) (V fps) 
ft 

and the value p = 0. 002378 slugs/cubic foot. Then 

T he n 

or 

J'0 
= 0.0302 

lt would seem reasonable to select 

=9.0. 

IR 9.0 I c 
0.302 

R = 89,000 T. 
c 

At the test Reynolds number, R = 59, 500, we should have 
C 

59, 500 
T = ____- = 0.669. 89. 000 

Consider another example: With o. = 
9Q0 and C = C 

c p. min 
Eq. (13) gives 

V = ZJ j 1-sin2 + Z (1-sin ) 

At = 270° this becomes V = 4 
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IT;1- = 4 
V 

U 'Ic 
00 00 

and introducing the conversion 

l"H20 
i slug q,"HO= - __ 

00 2 5.Zpsf (p, )(U,fps) 
ft 

and the value p = 0. 002378 slugs/cubic foot, we have 

the n 

y 

JR -e 'r = 0. 0605 C U1c T 
00 

From Figure ii it seems reasonable to set -2- = 12; 

R =39.500T. 
C 

Introducing the test Reynolds number, R = 32, 200, we see that 
c 

T- 32,200 
- 7 - 39,500 - 0. 9 

is the constant resistivity that presumably would distribute the suc- 

tion such that inflow is zero at = 90°; increasing to 12 

at = 270°. This inflow distribution should closely approximate the 

distribution called for by Ando's theory. 

That these assumed inflows are sufficient to prevent separation; 

indeed, that they can even be realized, remains to be confirmed. 
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CONCLUSION 

Porous suction over the downstream half of a circular cylinder 

model prevented otherwise unavoidable flow separation. Total 

suction quantities sufficient to attach the external flow were approxi- 

mately one-half the comparable quantities reported by Parkhurst and 

Thwaites (7, p. 23) for a model whose entire perimeter was porous. 

When separation was prevented, the trailing edge flap was 

effective in stabilizing a circulatory flow about the cylinder, and 

the model generated lift coefficients in excess of ten with the flap 

set at 800 deflection. At Reynolds numbers near 30, 000, the 

suction quantity sufficient for attachment with flap deflections 

greater than 700, was approximately CQ.IR = 17. This inflow was 

uniformly distributed over the porous aft-perimeter of the model. 

A promising avenue for reduction of suction power may be 

found in the tailoring of wall porosity such that inflows, found to be 

sufficient for flow attachment, are secured with smaller vacuums 

inside the cylinder. 
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APPENDIX I 

Other Methods for Indicating the Separation Point 

In early exploratory work, the udust method" (3, p. 387-88) 

was used for visualization of the separation point. Talcum powder 

blown into the separated region in the wake of a solid cylinder, was 

carried forward by the reverse flow, as far as the separation point. 

The surface having been coated with oil, some of the dust was de- 

posited on the surface and showed the extent of the separated region. 

Dust was deposited as far forward as 4 
= 800 

Later, when the wind was turned on with the model still wet 

with the kerosene used to clean off the oil and dust, separation of 

the boundary layer was clearly visible in the pattern of the small 

amount of kerosene clinging to the surface. This technique may be 

of interest for further development. The transient properties of the 

separation line were clearly visible. A different appearance of 

laminar and turbulent boundary layers was noticed after a short 

piece of masking tape had been attached to act as a boundary layer 

trip. If the wind was left on until the model dried, a permanent 

pattern of residue remained, showing the separation line. 

Another tenchique tried was to wrap a strip of diazo print- 

making paper around the model and introduce ammonia vapor into the 
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wake region in a manner similar to that used earlier in blowing 

dust into the wake. The reverse flow carried the vapor forward 

and the ammonia-sensitive paper changed color in the separated 

region. Ammonia had to be introduced continuously for about five 

minutes to get a good indication of the separation line. 
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APPENDIX II 

Derivation of an expression for ideal pump power may proceed 

on the assumption that the sole function of the suction pump is to 

restore the total pressure of the air inside the cylinder to the free 

stream value, H 
00 

Le t 

IDEAL POWER = Q (H - H 
00 c 

If the speed of air flow inside the cylinder is very small, we may 

write H = P ; then 
c c 

IDEAL POWER = Q ). 00 00 c 

A power coefficient may be defined by 
Q(q +P -P) 

CI 
00 00 c 

W 

We have then, 

or 

C1 = 
W 

U q bc 
0000 

Q(P -P) 
00 c 

U q bc 
0000 

Ciw = Cw+CQ 

Qq00 

+ Uqbc 

A conversion from CW to C' may be written explicitly: 

CI (l-C) __ Q c 
C - CQ (-C ) 

- i + 

c c 

In the present tests the value of JC varied from about 10 up 



to 40. We i-nay conclude that so long as the magnitude of Cc dom- 

mates the power relations, the difference between the values of 

and C' will be very small. 


